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It is worse than 2008 not 
just in price damage but 
because the resource 
sector this time is alone.



• Accessing Capital: Structural changes in the brokerage industry are killing the 
broker as a gateway between investor capital and corporate treasuries. The shift to 
“asset management” and the “client relationship model” discourage individual stock 
trading. Investors in the junior resource sector must move their accounts to discount 
brokerage firms and take full responsibility for their decisions.  

• Accredited Investor Restriction: The $1 million net worth excluding residential 

real estate equity requirement for private placement participation severely reduces the 
pool of eligible investors. In the name of “protection” the regulators prevent the retail 
investor from being a source of capital that makes things happen and turns them into 
sheep to be fleeced by the trading elites. 

• Algorithmic and Proprietary Trading: Computer assisted trading and 

proprietary day trading, the elimination of the up-tick rule for short-selling and 
unenforced borrowing requirements for short term positions has turned the TSXV into 
a capital stripping mechanism for traders that undermines the market as a price 
discovery mechanism.

• Order Book Fragmentation: The existence of un-consolidated multiple order 

execution platforms creates pointless complexity, kills the first come first serve 
principle, and facilitates computerized front-running.

• Knowledge Gap: The expansion of resource junior focus from discovery 

exploration to feasibility demonstration has not seen a corresponding knowledge 
growth among retail investors as to how to value advanced projects.

Non-Cyclical Challenges for the Resource Juniors











$255 billion



Primary Silver Companies represented $2.3 billion





31.3 million oz in 2005 
from 4 companies to 
100.3 million oz 
forecast for 2013 from 
16 companies.















Prosperity-Anxiety narrative as 
an alternative to conventional 
“apocalyptic” gold bug narrative.





























What will be the trigger that 
sends gold higher in real price 
terms on a sustainable basis 
that gets Wall Street onside?







In Q2 2009 China reported a 76% increase in 
official gold holdings to 34 million oz. Since 
then it has not updated, but China has 
produced 45 million oz, all likely bought by the 
central bank. An update today would put China 
at 79 million oz. Production in 2012 was 12 
million ounces. At this rate it would take 15 
years to catch up the US gold holdings. A 
market moving shocker would be news that a 
large part of the physical gold imported by 
China was also bought by the central bank 
rather than Mrs Wang.











16 active members, 
$2.2 billion working 
capital, only 1 with 
negative WC.
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Diversified silver 
producer, potential 
as sector aggregator.



11.4 million oz 2013 from 5 
mines expanding to 18.6 million 
oz from 6 mines in 2015.



20 active members, $303 
million working capital, 4 
with negative WC.



44% Juanicipio, 100% 
Cinco de Mayo.





18 active members, $60 
million working capital, 3 
with negative WC.



80 million oz Chinchillas project, PEA 
imminent, next stage BFS incl expl
drilling with resource doubling goal.



Bluesky Eskay Creek style 
target with high grade 
silver consolation prize. 
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